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of the state of utah will readily recognize that during the past few
residents
years there has been a significant change in the state s ethnic makeup
manifestations of change can be seen in the increasing number of restaurants
specializing in a variety of latin american foods designed to serve latino
palates and not the majority population families from latin america are
moving into all neighborhoods in the state though mexicans continue to be
in the preponderance many immigrants are from argentina peru guatemala
and other parts of the region many are two or three generations removed from
the immigration experience and are coming from other states in the southwest
mormons but catholics with a surprising
united states the majority are not cormons
als as well this visual demographic change is making
number of pentecostals
Pentecost
people in utah more aware of neighboring countries to the south
most residents are not aware however that this demographic change
is not a new phenomenon though utah has never had a high percentage
of La
katinos
tinos there has always been an important and influential hispanic
latinos
population in utah the history of this community has been examined
only superficially by historians in part because of the challenge of working
with non english documents an appreciation of this latino population
has finally been chronicled in hispanics in the mormon zion 1912 1999 by
cuban born jorge iber professor of history at texas tech university iber s
doctoral dissertation became the foundation for this book for his documentation he used the considerable source materials accumulated by the
american west center of the university of utah much of them collected
through federal grant money in the 196os
i96os and 1970s
19os especially valuable in
the documents were oral histories of early hispanic pioneers and records of
hispanic organizations
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the result is a fascinating analysis of the evolution of this minority community the book compares the development of latino communities in the
state of utah with such communities in the rest of the southwest iber concludes that though there are numerous similarities the fundamental difference in the evolution of the utah latino community was the role of religion
in the state even though the majority of the latino population in the state
was catholic a significant latino latter day saint population affected the
development of the hispanic community particularly due to the distinctive
relationship that latter day saint hispanics had with the majority population affording help not available to the rest of the latino population
iber examines what occurred during the great depression when
difficult times hit the state job procurement and basic assistance were
available in a greater degree to the latter day saint latinos
katinos through their
church contacts the immediate consequence was a latino community
divided along lines of religion A more subtle and long term effect was
pressure on other churches primarily the catholic church to provide
similar services the impact was an interesting parallel evolution of the two
religious groups iber stresses that the special relationship between latter
day saint hispanics and the majority population did not eliminate racism
or prejudice against the latino population but latino members of the
church were able to use the connection to advantage
regardless of the word zion in its title this book is not a history of hispanic latter day saints in utah it is a cultural and organizational history of
the latino population in the state iber offers just as much information on
catholic organizations and activities as latter day saint organizations along
with considerable analysis of secular social organizations such as the important spanish speaking organization for community integrity and opporlber also suggests
iber
tunity the first statewide latino advocacy organization aber
that even with similarities in race and language the latino community was
not homogeneous his final chapter laments an end to a period of political
activism by katinos
latinos in the state and calls for further study and research
this book received an award from the mormon history association
and the editor s choice award from the utah historical quarterly more
importantly it was recently approved by the utah state board of education
for use as a teachers resource this volume is an important addition to
anyone s understanding of the evolution of minority communities within a
predominant host culture
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